
 
 
Chelsea DeVries wanted to be a writer at the age of 7. Her first publishing credit came at the 
age of 14 with a poem in a student anthology. She then wrote nonstop while doing IB classes in 
high school. She published two YA novels while still in high school which after over 10 years 
she rewrote as a NA romance that she looks to put out in the coming year. She is a seeker of 
justice and uses her words to free this world’s outcasted, peculiar, and underdogs from the 
chains that bind them. When not writing she runs and does PR for authors and musicians with 
her bookish brand The Smart Cookie Philes. Though she’s Florida born and raised, she has 
New Jersey in her veins. She currently lives in Port Richey, FL with her squad of three dogs.You 
can follow her on Instagram and Facebook at @onegirlrevolution26_, and her squad at 
@dasquad26. In October 2020, DeVries was diagnosed with Asperger's Syndrome which is a 
form of Autism. 
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Sticks and Stones Turns Pain Into Poetry 
 

DeVries’s collection Sticks &Stones Poetry and Prose discusses mental health, suicide, 
and sexuality all following an experience working in a toxic workplace. 

 

In Sticks and Stones, DeVries uses poetry and prose to 
share the story of an abusive workplace and the young man she met there who saved 
her life. The loss of this love and friendship left DeVries with a desire to heal and rebuild 
oneself back up by accepting her own demons: her mental health, her sexuality, and her 
faith, and by sharing those truths, started giving herself the love she never felt worthy 
enough to receive. Sticks and Stones will help you out of the dark, and lead you back to 
the brilliant light of self-love, self-care, and self discovery. The book is available in 
paperback on Barnes and Noble.com and worldwide in Kindle format on 
Amazon.com 
About the Book: In Sticks and Stones, DeVries paints a poetic picture of rising above 
toxicity, love found and love lost, and delves into what it means to find strength in the 
human spirit. Through poetry, the reader finds a voice of strength and the rebuilding of 
one’s heart a home with all the sticks and stones thrown upon it.  
About the Author: Chelsea DeVries wanted to be a writer at the age of 7. Her first 
publishing credit came at the age of 14 with a poem in a student anthology. She then 
wrote nonstop while doing IB classes in high school. She published two YA novels while 
still in high school which after over 10 years she rewrote as a NA romance that she 
looks to put out in the coming year. She is a seeker of justice and uses her words to 
free this world’s outcasted, peculiar, and underdogs from the chains that bind them. 
When not writing she runs and does PR for authors and musicians with her bookish 
brand The Smart Cookie Philes. Though she’s Florida born and raised, she has New 
Jersey in her veins. She currently lives in Port Richey, FL with her squad of three 
dogs.You can follow her on Instagram and Facebook at @onegirlrevolution26_, and her 
squad at @dasquad26. In October 2020, DeVries was diagnosed with Asperger's 
Syndrome which is a form of Autism. 
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Praise For Sticks & Stones 
 
In the first month following release: Sticks and Stones made #54 on the 

Amazon India best-seller list. 

 

Sticks and Stones is a tortuous and twisted read and the 

formaldehyde perfume intrigues me. Yet, all jokes aside, DeVries opens 

up vital dialog about the struggles everyone has felt: social rejection, 

mental health, suicidal thoughts, and the mixed signals from an 

unrequited lover.  

Yet, through self-awareness, acknowledgement, and the power of faith, 

we overcome and arise strong.  

-Five Star Reviewer on Barnes and Noble.com 

 

A volume of poetry and prose focuses on a toxic work environment. 

In a lengthy preface, DeVries shares how this thought-provoking collection was           
informed by emotional abuse, sexual harassment, and an unrequited office romance at            
a workplace “that felt like sandpaper on my skin.” In the first section, “Sticks,” the author                
examines the frustration of feeling unloved: “I’m just a girl / who wants that frat boy /                 
with the sensitive side / to tell her she’s beautiful / right before he kisses her.” The                 
second section, “Stones,” starts with a 15-page prose poem about DeVries’ initiation            
into the “blowjobs of jobs” that includes bullet-point lists of her object of desire’s              
personality and evidence that he had feelings for her. She then returns to ruminating on               
her former crush. Throughout, the author uses multiple epitaphs; some are Bible            
citations and others come from the likes of Dostoyevsky, Harold Kushner, and George             
Washington. Pop-culture figures and social media, like Taylor Swift, Facebook, and           
YouTube, are also referenced. In the preface, DeVries lays bare a litany of wrongdoings              
she’s suffered, from sexual assault and near-fatal medical negligence to ostracization           
and mental cruelty. The intent of sharing these harrowing experiences is admirable. In             
addition, the author’s similes and metaphors are often clever (“The look my sister just              
steered straight for me / Like a zamboni with no brakes”) or heartfelt (“Today I am sad /                  
Like a wingless dove”). A sincere and timely but uneven collection. 

-Kirkus Review 

 



Honest. Powerful truths and personal accounts. I was pleased with the author's choice of words. I 
will say that this work is empowering, for anyone that has felt less than. This is your story as well. 

-Five Star Review on Amazon.com 

I will preface this by saying that I am typically not a reader of poetry. However, this year I committed 
to reading genres that a typically wouldn’t usually so when @wittywriterpoet26 reached out and 

offered to send me a copy of her new poetry collection I was so excited! Chelsea is such a sweet 
and beautiful soul and that definitely comes across in her poems. This book uses poetry to to tell the 
story of her experiences working in a toxic work environment and how she found and lost a love that 
left her broken and with a desire to heal and rebuild. Chelsea is very transparent in this book and I 

loved how she held nothing back. It is obvious that she’s passionate about growing as a person 
through her faith, passions, and journey to self love. This book was such a lovely introduction into 

the world of poetry and definitely left me wanting to read more. 

-Three Star Review on Amazon.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Bookings and Features 



Syndicated Press (NBC, Fox, and CBS) Feature For Sticks and Stones 

News Features From Previous Publications 

Sticks & Stones Book Trailer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.wboc.com/story/43103166/exclusive-interview-with-chelsea-devries
http://justlikefire26.blogspot.com/p/media.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc9Tuj-JlBs

